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Press Message

Pilz provides support with international
compliance: the safe route to NR-12-compliant
machinery for Brazil - Machinery safety: Passport
to Rio

Ostfildern, 07.09.2017 - Pilz is expanding its range of services

for international compliance: the automation company can now

also support its customers en route to NR-12-compliant

machinery, thus opening up access to the Brazilian market to

machine builders and users all over the world. That's because:

any manufacturer who sells machinery to Brazil must supply

this machinery in compliance with the Brazilian regulatory

standard (Norma Regulamentadora) NR-12. In turn, operators of

machinery in Brazil are obliged to put in place protective

measures for their employees in accordance with NR-12.
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Pilz now offers a worldwide service package covering the relevant

compliance procedures. The first step for Pilz is to carry out the

required risk assessment; then it establishes compliance with the

health & safety requirements of NR-12 and validates the machine at

the manufacturer's. Once all the necessary documents have been

translated into Portuguese, Pilz undertakes the entire process, right

up to registration with the Brazilian authorities, with registration to

NR-12. The automation company also provides support with

commissioning and subsequent validation of the machine in Brazil.

Local knowledge, in worldwide demand

For its customers operating internationally, Pilz can ensure NR-12

compliance through all its subsidiaries to a standard level. The

company offers this service to customers internationally to a

standard level, using a local partner. In the individual countries, Pilz

experts utilise the comprehensive knowledge of their colleagues in

Brazil: Being ‘Professional Legalmente Habilitado’, Pilz Brazil is

officially accredited to provide services for users and machine

builders, which are NR-12-compliant.

"Pilz is able to provide and apply local knowledge on a transnational

basis and to operate across borders with the same level of

professionalism and quality", Renate Pilz, Chair of the Board, is

keen to stress. "In addition to CE marking for the European area, we

can now open up access to the Brazilian market to customers

worldwide."
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NR-12: Passport for machinery

In Brazil, the regulatory standards known as NR define procedures

to guarantee safety in the workplace. In total there are 34 NRs,

which govern safety. NR-12 is responsible for plant and machinery;

in some ways it is similar to the European Machinery Directive

2006/42/EC, but it also includes specific requirements from

international Type B and Type C standards.

If the specifications of NR-12 are not met in full and are not formally

documented, machines will not be accepted in Brazil. By producing

these "passports for machinery", Pilz is making it easier for

companies who want to export machinery to access new markets.

  

Caption: Pilz provides support from risk assessment to safety validation, to guarantee that
machines comply with the requirements of NR-12 in Brazil.

You can find texts and images at <a

href="http://www.pilz.com">www.pilz.com</a> also for downloading.

To go directly to the relevant internet pages in the press centre,

enter the following <strong>Web code</strong> in the search of the

home page.: 186058
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The Pilz Group

The Pilz Group is a global supplier of products, systems and

services for automation technology. Based in Ostfildern, near

Stuttgart, the family-run company employs around 2,500 people.

With 42 subsidiaries and branches around the world, Pilz supplies

safe solutions for people, machinery and the environment. The

technology leader offers complete automation solutions comprising

sensors as well as control and drive technology – including systems

for industrial communication, diagnostics and visualisation.

Consulting, engineering and training round off its international range

of services. In addition to mechanical and plant engineering,

solutions from Pilz are used in many sectors such as wind energy,

railway technology and robotics.

www.pilz.com

Pilz in social networks

In our social media channels we give you background information

concerning the company and the people at Pilz, and we report on

current developments in Automation Technology.

https://www.facebook.com/pilzINT

https://twitter.com/Pilz_INT

https://www.youtube.com/user/PilzINT

https://www.xing.com/companies/pilzgmbh%26co.kg

https://www.linkedin.com/company/pilz
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Contact for journalists

Martin Kurth

Corporate and Technical Press

+49 711 3409 - 158

m.kurth@pilz.de

Sabine Skaletz-Karrer

Technical Press

+49 711 3409 - 7009

s.skaletz-karrer@pilz.de
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